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A Realistic Ending to a Realistic Commentary
on Realistic Events
Alice Shaw
In Mark Twain’s revolutionary novel, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn,
readers learn of the lives and experiences of Jim, a former slave, and
Huck Finn, a young and confused boy, as they live as runaways. During the novel, Huck experiences much internal struggle over his fondness for Jim and his loyalty to society’s rules regarding the treatment
of slaves. These struggles eventually lead him to the consensus that Jim
is much more than your average “nigger.” However, at the end of the
novel, Twain allows for the disregard of Huck’s mental achievement by
bringing Tom, a disrespectful and influential twelve-year-old boy, back
into the story. Not only does Tom’s presence leave readers frustrated, it
brings Huck back into his former racist tendencies, games, and mindset. This ending has therefore been the source of much controversy
among critics, scholars, and bloggers. I, like writer Maria Konnikova
and blogger The Fifthe, agree that while Twain’s inclusion of Tom and
his negative influence on Huck were frustrating, they provided for a
factual commentary on the pressures that society has on its youth,
while also testifying to the realistic content of the novel as a whole.
My main problem with the end of Huck Finn is the fact that Tom Sawyer returned. I hate Tom. He’s a liar who takes advantage and hurts
others to feed his own amusement. Readers first see this when Tom
convinces Huck that he is willing to defy society and rescue Jim. This
promise quickly transforms into a cruel act of tomfoolery when Tom
begins to treat the rescue mission as an opportunity for a racist adventure. He shows this by taking advantage of the fact that slaves take superstition and fantastical ideas very seriously. Tom tricks Jim’s keeper
Nat into believing that Jim’s first scream upon seeing the two boys was
actually because of “the darn witches” (Twain, 245). Tom also proves

This paper was written for Cara Plamondon’s American Rebels class
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that he cares much more about the adventure than actually helping
Jim escape by telling Huck things like, “prisoners ALWAYS make their
pens out of the hardest, toughest, troublesomest materials. The best
authorities use their own blood for ink and saw their legs off ” (Twain,
248). Tom’s acts get even worse in the last chapter when he reveals that
the whole time he knew that Jim was already a free man. Tom not only
took advantage of the free Jim, most likely for a racist reason, but he
also exploited Huck’s trusting mind in order to selfishly create an adventure that almost got them killed. Lastly, I couldn’t believe Tom had
the nerve to pay Jim for being a degraded puppet in his adventure. By
doing this Tom actually found a way to conform to the racist ideals of
society even more, when he was supposed to be breaking them.
As if Tom’s evil acts by themselves weren’t hard enough to read about,
it also irked me that he was able to bring down Huck in the process. As
noted MIT Professor of American Studies Leo Marx notes in his 1953
essay, “Huck falls almost completely under Tom’s sway once more, becoming his helpless accomplice, submissive and gullible” (Konnikova,
“Is H.F.’s Ending Really Lacking?”). For example, Tom pushes Huck
out of his realistic plan to save Jim, and instead convinces Huck that
his new, complicated and dangerous plan “was worth fifteen of mine
for style” (Twain, 242). Instead of rejecting these plans, like the way
he defied the Duke and King by deciding that he “got to tell the truth”
(Twain, 199) to Mary Jane, Huck goes along with Tom and even begins
to get caught up in the adventure himself. Huck lets Tom continue to
take advantage of Nat’s beliefs by allowing him to reassure Nat that the
only cure to banish the witches he believes are haunting him is to bake
a “witch pie” (Twain, 250), in which Tom will put a rope for Jim. The
last straw for me as a reader, however, was at the end of Chapter 43
when Huck not only failed to realize that he had been taken advantage
of by Tom, but also that he passed up the opportunity to be part of the
Phelps family. Instead, Huck agrees to visit Indian Territory with Tom
for more adventures. Here, Huck refuses a family, which is the one
thing that he has been searching for and consciously lacking throughout the entire novel, and chooses to follow Tom in his mission to look
for adventures among the “Injuns” (Twain, 295), another race pillaged
and oppressed by white society.
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While I don’t enjoy Tom’s presence, I do agree with writer Maria Konnikova on her stance that Twain’s decision to have Huck “fall back to
old ways at the tip of a hat” (Konnikova, “Is H.F.’s Ending Really Lacking?”) was psychologically accurate for the average twelve-year-old
boy. In her article, Konnikova speaks to the peer pressures that young
boys face in society. The pressures to fit in and act like the majority
are extremely high in the society surrounding Huck. I mean come on,
Huck literally felt that his role to act a certain racist way in society was
so imperative to his future and even his afterlife that he professed his
acceptance of “going to hell” (Twain, 222) for helping Jim. It is only rational that, as Konnikova explains, Huck would subconsciously divert
back to how he acted before the raft. This makes even more sense if
you think of how private the raft setting is. On the raft, Huck began to
rethink his whole mindset and discovered that there “is so much more
to Jim than the category slave” (Konnikova, “Is H.F.’s Ending Really
Lacking?”). When put in a situation where he has to choose between
acting within the new mindset that actually made him feel damned
by God, or acting in the way that he successfully did his entire life, it
seems only obvious to me that he would conform to society’s pressures
and slip back into his old ways with his best friend Tom.
By making the ending so confrontational, unexpected, and off-putting
as blogger The Fifthe puts it, Twain solidifies the meaning and intended impact of the work as a whole. One of my favorite quotes from The
Fifthe’s blog states that without Twain’s ending, “Huckleberry Finn is
little more than a simplistic bildungsroman: naïve white boy learns his
lesson about slavery and becomes a better person for it. The end. Fade
to black. Roll credits” (The Fifthe, “It’s All in the Ending”). This couldn’t
be more true. Had Huck just randomly defied society in an unrealistic
and uncharacteristic manner for a twelve-year-old, Huckleberry Finn
would not have received such literary attention or such praise for the
fantastic things Twain made of Huck’s adventures. For example, perhaps no one would have paid any attention to Twain’s biting commentary on religion, which exposed the unhealthy power that ideas of God
and sin have over society. Readers might never have pondered Huck’s
profession that “people that acts as I’d been acting about that nigger
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goes to everlasting hellfire” (Twain, 222), which demonstrates how religion was corrupted in this white dominated society.
But there’s more. By including Tom in such a powerful ending, Twain
is able to reveal the fact that Tom is disliked as a character because he
represents the reality that often the most impressive people in society
have the highest potential for: “cruelty, fabrication and emotional ignorance” (The Fifthe, “It’s All in the Ending”). I mean, think about it.
While I dislike Tom for what he has done to Huck, at the end of the
day, he’s kind of a fun guy. He isn’t afraid to defy adults, he conjures
up fantastic and elaborate plans, and he can even find a way to shine a
positive light on “having a bullet in the calf of his leg” (Twain, 279). To
readers who choose not to see him as the source of Huck’s pain, Tom
has the same audacity that they might want for themselves. By including Tom in the ending, Twain triggers our subconscious to wake us up
to our conflicted opinions about character and behavior, which in turn
makes us as readers uncomfortably aware of our desires.
And lastly, without such a powerful ending, Twain may never have
been able to fully convey the sad, yet real fact that one person cannot
change a society. While we as readers may like to sit back and ponder how one person might be able to do something as drastic as defy
reprehensible social norms and overcome racial barriers in a heroic
way, Twain writes the truth. This idea, however perfect and possible
we might make it out to be in our heads, does not fit the human condition. The Fifthe sums this idea up brilliantly, saying that the ending to
Huckleberry Finn is essentially “a pessimistic commentary regarding
man’s ability to conquer evil” (The Fifthe, “It’s All in the Ending”). Not
only is the ending a fitting one, but a respectable and meaningful one,
providing the story with its lasting power.
After finishing Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, my honest and immediate thought was, “why don’t novels ever end this realistically?” As a
teenage girl I have grown up reading books about boys who dropped
everything to be with the shy and unassuming girl they fall in love
with, books about people whose dreams have come true overnight, and
books about how one man changed an entire society. However much
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I enjoy the positive messages in these stories, deep down I know how
unrealistic and disappointing they really are. I feel incredibly grateful
to Twain for sacrificing some positive reviews in order to maintain
and preserve the actuality, soundness, and weight of his novel. Without
these qualities, I don’t believe that the novel would have received the
acclaim it has over the years. Warts and all, this novel allowed Twain
to deliver a more powerful message than any “happily ever after” story.
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How to be Human: Deconstructing Identity,
Freedom, and Gender in Beloved
Eric Luxenberg
Tony Morrison’s Beloved revisits and confronts slavery, a notably
painful history that seems to vex the Western social psyche. Ironically,
slavery is forgotten in the very act of our gravely saying “slavery was
appalling and shameful; we will never forget it.” Morrison sets out to
revoke this forgetting, and she does so by exploring the humanity of the
enslaved and also of the enslavers. In this essay, I will analyze sections
of the text that evoke perplexion (to coin a term), resentment, or even
disgust in the reader. I will show how, in these instances, Morrison
deconstructs our understanding of humanity. In doing so, Morrison
engenders empathy in her audience. Empathy is a form of ownership
over an experience, and it is the lack of this bond that often plagues
contemporary discussion of slavery.
Morrison’s deconstruction of humanity pervades the text and
comprises a plethora of sub-constructs. I will mainly focus on three
different aspects of humanity: identity, freedom, and gender. The
previously mentioned instances of discomfort occur when Morrison
complicates these constructs. I will explore the manner in which
Morrison exposes and overturns assumptions we make about the
human experience and individuality. I will analyze the manner in
which the landscape of slavery is used as a vehicle to elevate and
explore the construct of freedom beyond the limitations of the novel’s
setting. Lastly, I will examine the prominent role of gender, identifying
Morrison’s deconstructive insights about motherhood and manhood.
Identity
Slavery operates in a realm of dehumanization. Morrison reverseengineers, so to speak, this dehumanization in order to delve into
This paper was written for Vicky Greenbaum’s Honors Modern
Writers in English class in the fall of 2014.
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what constitutes humanity. She initiates her deconstruction with the
recounting of Sethe’s rape. Here, Morrison explores the individuality
that we associate with the victims of dehumanization.
In Western society, the individual is sacrosanct. Our culture is a romantic
one; it glorifies the efforts and accomplishments of individuals. Losing
one’s individuality is often portrayed as the worst possible plight. We
have constructed identity as being synonymous with individuality. But
this is erroneous, as all humans’ identities comprise standardized roles
like child, parent, and community member. Morrison complicates
the individualistic construction of identity, revealing previously
undermined meaning.
As Sethe describes how she was violated by the schoolteacher’s
nephews, her responses to Paul D’s questions are striking in their
disregard for her own being. Paul D asks whether they “used cowhide
on you” and “beat you and you was pregnant,” but to both inquiries
Sethe emphasizes “and they took my milk,” which defines the crime
in terms of its effect on her children (the milk acts as a metaphor for
her maternal connection to her children). This dialogue is upsetting to
the reader since Sethe’s detachment and lack of self-victimization seem
incongruous with the extremely personal violation of rape. It is this
very discomfort that serves as the alarm bell announcing Morrison’s
deconstructive forces at play. In her depiction of Sethe’s memory of
her own rape, Morrison overturns assumptions about individuality
to show how dehumanization’s power and thus danger is its ability
to extend past the affected individual. However, Morrison also
proposes the possibility of reclaiming one’s humanity by renouncing
individuality. As opposed to losing her identity and thus humanity,
as our bias drives us to perceive, Sethe creates her own humanity in
the face of dehumanization through her selfless abandonment of her
own individuality. It is important to note that Sethe’s rape can function
as an allegory for the whole of slavery; Morrison demonstrates that
slavery should not be forgotten in contemporary discussion because its
legacy and impact extends past those it affected directly.
Morrison portrays both the immediate and the indirect impacts of the
dehumanization of slavery. This impact interacts with and often defines
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the characters’ identities. The impact on Sethe is immediate, causing
her to live believing that “the future was a matter of keeping the past at
bay.” The psychological impact of slavery is so great that it dominates
Sethe’s ability to create novel experience in her life. We take for granted
the notion of having a past and a future as disparate entities. We know
that the past informs the future, but it is alien to consider the future as
wholly concerned with the past. This is Morrison’s deconstruction; we
construct identity with an expectation of having some form of future
that moves forward. The depiction of Sethe’s future, enchained by the
past, shows us how our construction of identity implicitly entangles
with hope. It would seem initially that our various identities all have
some future, some direction, and that this future then can either contain
hope or not. However, Morrison’s deconstruction reveals that humans
do not necessarily always have a future built into their identity. Again,
Morrison’s insight is both troubling and uplifting. One implication
is that a part of dehumanization’s effect is voiding our identity by
removing the possibility of future. Alternatively, Morrison’s coupling
of hope and the existence of a future suggest that, similar to how the
purely physical act of smiling can effect real happiness, moving away
from the past even when no future is visible can engender the very
hope necessary for crafting a future.
The indirect impact of slavery is explored through Denver’s attitude
towards the stories Sethe and Paul D tell. Denver feels that their
discussion of the past “made it clear [it] belonged to them and not her.”
This diction unsettles the reader since its tone is bitter and jealous,
unexpected sentiments to arise in someone who was not subjected
to slavery. This discomfort, again, marks Morrison’s deconstruction.
Morrison reveals the tension in Denver’s identity; slavery defines her
identity, but she does not know slavery. This creates a lack of agency
over her own identity, motivating her quasi-jealousy over Sethe and
Paul D’s shared history of slavery. It is an inescapable foundation
of the human experience that forces beyond our control affect our
identities. We have no control over the sequence of base pairs in our
DNA, yet that simple code creates so much of our identity. Conceding
that our identities can be constructed beyond our control does not
negate our identities’ meaningfulness, nor does it mean that we cannot
exact ownership over our identities and be free of outside forces. This
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aspect of the novel, confronting that which enslaves us (literally or
figuratively), is my second area of focus in this essay.
Freedom
Though the physical hardship of enslavement is unimaginable and
unforgivable, Morrison demonstrates in Beloved that the most terrible,
powerful consequence of slavery is the psychological damage it causes.
Whether embodied in the ghost daughter that haunts Sethe or in
Paul D’s “tin box” heart, the true scars of slavery are not superficial.
They are the loss of humanity through the loss of freedom. It is facile
to explore the obvious violation of freedom that is slavery. Yes, the
enslaved cannot choose where they go, what they do, or even whether
they live or die. However, Morrison investigates a deeper notion of
freedom. Freedom is a nebulous term, and various ideologies perceive
it differently. However, while it is plainly difficult to define what we
mean when we throw around the word freedom, we treat freedom like
a unity. For such a complex, ill-defined construct, freedom is deployed
in literature and society exceedingly often. Morrison deconstructs this
unity, overturning the assumptions attached to the word.
Baby Suggs notes that the “nastiness of life” involved realizing “that
nobody stopped playing checkers just because the pieces included her
children.” This observation is intentionally distressing: the reader knows
this to be true even outside the realm of slavery. Morrison deconstructs
the human experience, showing that we are never absolutely free;
freedom does not wholly construct humanity. Even though slavery
removes freedom, the absence of slavery does not necessarily mean
the presence of freedom. As humans, it is unavoidable that we are
somewhat un-free. Merely existing in the space of reality means we are
subject to the meaningless whims of randomness. Thus, innate human
freedom is not being able to control what befalls us.
Baby Suggs approaches a deeper understanding of freedom when
she says that God “gave her Halle who have her freedom when it
didn’t mean a thing.” This sentence problematizes freedom; how can
freedom be meaningless if it is a unity that is always positive and ideal?
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Ultimately, Morrison’s deconstruction shows, freedom is the ability to
find joy and meaning in life. Baby Suggs’ identity encompassed her
children, and their well-being was hers. Slavery robbed her of their
lives, which did more damage to her than if it had robbed her of her
own. The gift of actual freedom from slavery meant nothing to her
since all that mattered to her was her children. Thus, slavery’s true
violation of innate human freedom was stripping Baby Suggs of her
ability to have value in her life. Human beings can exist in depraved
conditions and still possess freedom despite their circumstances
because of the meaning they derive from each other. This is the
“blessing” that temporarily made Sweet Home a sweet home for Sethe;
she had the ability to experience a connection with her husband and
children. Stripping humans from each other, causing isolation from
human connection, is the essence of the dehumanization of slavery.
One of the fundamental cores of human freedom is the ability to share
in the human experience with others.
In the previous section, I discussed the construction of futures within
our identities. This dynamic is deeply entangled with the notion of
freedom. One of Morrison’s most evocative moments is her observation
that Sethe’s previous plans “went awry so completely that she never
dared life by making more.” The diction here of “daring” problematizes
life by transforming it from a neutral presence to an active opponent.
When even life itself must be fought off and dared, we are not free.
Humans are born into life, so it is natural but seldom recognized that
essential freedom lies in not having to fight existence itself. There are
always forces at play in the realm of life that may oppose us, but the
terrible power of slavery is its theft of this freedom.
Morrison expands upon this exploration of life and freedom in her
re-counting of Paul D’s time in the chain gang. Again, Morrison
problematizes life with unexpected diction. In their songs, the
enslaved men “killed the flirt whom folks called life for leading them
on.” It is difficult to comprehend killing life in order to survive. But for
these men, “only when [time] was dead would they be safe.” The true
destruction of their freedom is the turning of hope into a malicious foe.
Morrison implicitly constructs freedom from the ability to hope. The
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specific action of the dehumanizing forces of slavery is inverting and
violating hope. Entangling freedom and hope with her deconstruction,
Morrison invites us to examine hope through a new lens. Our society
tells stories where characters have great hope and lose this hope as a
result of their oppression. But Morrison shows that hope is a freedom,
and a freedom can be stolen.
The act of Sethe’s attempted and partially successful murder of her
children is a powerful deconstructive force that intertwines with the
concept of freedom. Sethe sees the slave catchers, and realizes that her
children could face the same life in slavery that she did. She “collected
every bit of life she had made… [and] dragged them through the veil,”
which represents death. To Sethe, “out, away, over there [was] where
no one could hurt them.” Death is “where they would be safe.” Here,
Morrison overturns the assumed hierarchy built into the opposition of
death and life. What does it mean for death to be better than life? The
implication affirms Morrison’s previous observation on freedom. The
construction of human freedom, Morrison reveals, is reliant on the
supremacy of life over death. The nature of freedom is such that it is
mostly qualified through how it may be stolen. Thus, the great loss of
freedom for the enslaved is the loss of the supremacy of life over death.
This is the connection to humanity; to be human is to live. Slavery does
not dehumanize by making its victims into de facto animals, as we
commonly view dehumanization. The true dehumanization is the theft
of the will to live, which is entrenched in humanity.
Gender
The last facet of the human experience I will explore in this essay is
gender. It is almost strange to consider gender in the landscape of
slavery, since slavery dehumanizes, and gender is a human construct.
However, gender plays a vibrant role in the novel. Sethe’s actions in
the novel are often constructed from her role as a mother; in fact
her identity is often lost in this role. Paul D struggles to reclaim and
redefine the manhood robbed of him through slavery. Through Sethe,
Morrison examines motherhood and womanhood. Through Paul D,
Morrison explores how manhood is constructed. Since slavery has
consumed the identities of Paul D and Sethe for years, blooming into
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their true selves as they shed the shackles of their past is a vibrant
canvas of insights about gender.
Morrison constructs womanhood internally, rather than superficially.
Attraction is a major reality that often defines womanhood. However,
Morrison complicates the traditional notion of attraction. First,
Morrison writes that with her eyes closed, Sethe “was not so attractive”
to Paul D. It was her eyes “that kept him both guarded and stirred him
up.” Morrison’s diction constructs attraction as an empowering force
that women can wield. Paul D remarks that without the eyes, Sethe’s
was a “face he could handle,” implying that the attraction can have
power over him. Morrison’s linking of attraction to the eyes, an image
associated with identity, redefines an attraction devoid of superficiality.
The implication of Morrison’s exploration of womanhood is that
womanhood is not constructed in physical appearance, which is often
allowed to define women.
Motherhood plays a critical role in the novel. Beloved’s murder is
an act of motherly love. As previously discussed, Sethe was only
concerned with the loss of her milk for her children which resulted
from her rape. Motherhood defines and sometimes consumes Sethe.
Morrison complicates motherhood by exposing what is primal about
motherhood. Morrison achieves this deconstruction through imagery
depicting Sethe’s attempted murder of her children. Sethe “flew,
snatching up her children like a hawk on the wing; how her face beaked,
how her hands worked like claws.” The image of a bird of prey conveys
a brutal primal nature. We often construct motherhood in the realm
of civility, but Morrison reminds us that motherhood is not a unity.
The primal lurks under the surface of motherhood, granting it power.
Motherhood is an integral component of humanity. Yet it is also primal.
The implication of Morrison’s deconstruction of motherhood is that
the primal underpinnings of motherhood survived the dehumanizing
experience of slavery, allowing the enslaved to rebuild their humanity
from motherhood.
But how does manhood fare under dehumanizing forces, and what is
manhood? Morrison complicates masculinity through the metaphor
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of the ax. Paul D explains Halle’s mental break by asserting “a man
ain’t a goddamn ax.” Rather than the strength and invulnerability often
conflated with manhood, evoked in the phrase “chopping, hacking,
busting every goddamn minute of the day,” manhood is not unfeeling.
In reality, “things get to him.” Slavery and abuse are “things he can’t
chop down because they’re inside.” Morrison further complicates
manhood through Paul D’s fear of exposing his heart to Sethe. The
modern assumption about masculinity is that a man is fearful of
exposing his feelings. However, Paul D feels shame that “there was no
red heart bright as Mister’s comb beating in him.” Morrison inverts
emasculation in on itself; Paul D fears his lack of emotion, rather than
its surplus. This suggests that manhood is truly constructed from
passion and emotion, rather than from strength or solitude, embodied
in the “ax” that is no man.
Afterthoughts
Deconstruction challenges and overturns assumptions. Beloved as
a whole confronts slavery as an entity and seeks to reevaluate it and
connect it to the modern world. Morrison forges this connection
through her deconstruction of the various facets of human experience.
Morrison explores what constructs the humanity of the characters
in the novel, and thus connects us to slavery through empathy and
understanding. Her insights about identity, freedom, and gender
are presented in realistic terms. There is certainly nothing flattering
in Paul D’s feeling that the transition from cow to human woman is
not so tremendous. But Morrison does not seek to flatter; the task of
deconstruction by nature breaks down our reality and exposes the
underbelly. Morrison writes from a realistic viewpoint, depicting
man’s inhumanity to man with no holds barred—she readily confronts
the inhumane failures of the black community. Morrison’s realism and
deconstructive lens are effective in un-forgetting slavery and extracting
meaning from the experience.

Is Race-Based Affirmative Action Solving the
Problems it Intended to Solve?
Miles Fowler
In 1961, President John F. Kennedy introduced the concept of affirmative action across the United States with his Executive Order #10925.
The order instructed federal contractors to take “affirmative action to
ensure that applicants are treated equally without regard to race, color,
religion, sex, or national origin” in response to the growing Civil Rights
Movement of the 1960s.1 Affirmative action, for the next 17 years, was
largely based in the workplace and not in universities. However, after the 1978 Supreme Court ruling in California v. Bakke, universities
could legally use race as an admission standard.2 Since most minorities
were poor, race-based affirmative action was adopted to help diminish
the economic divide in America.3
Some 53 years later, on April 22, 2014, in a six-to-two ruling, the Supreme Court upheld Michigan’s ban on race-based affirmative action in
public universities.4 Even more recently, an additional eight states have
already banned race-based affirmative action, and four more, including
Ohio and Missouri, may consider bans soon.5 This national change of
heart made me wonder about the future of affirmative action in education. There are those who suggest that a system based on socioeconomic status would better serve the needs of the people, and others contend
that affirmative action should be outlawed completely. I would like to
argue that those in favor of abolishing affirmative action are right to oppose a system based on race, but are wrong in their desire to get rid of
the system outright. First, I will summarize the case of those who support race-based affirmative action and show the shortcomings of their
argument. Second, I will show that colleges need to give more consideration to applicants’ economic background, regardless of race. Third, I
will explore a real-world example where class-based affirmative action

This paper was written for Peter Brown’s Ideology class in the fall
of 2014.
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has worked, reducing class-based differences in India and causing its
economy to thrive. And lastly, I will offer an alternative socio-economic
affirmative action system that, I believe, will help solve the problems the
system was originally intended to solve. While race-based affirmative
action can arguably improve academia through the presence of minority culture and perspective, affirmative action based on socioeconomic
status would better provide underprivileged students academic opportunities while still maintaining diversity in the academy.
Some argue that a system based on race is necessary and beneficial in
the classroom. American schools today strive to obtain a microcosmic world on campus, full of a variety of opinions and perspectives.
Many theorists, including Duncan Kennedy, Professor of General Jurisprudence at Harvard Law School, contend that the color of one’s skin
brings forth these certain unique perspectives regardless of one’s academic background. In other words, even if a Black student came from a
particularly affluent school, he or she still offers something unique that
is highly valued on a college campus. Kennedy cites his experiences in
law school when the legal academic writing that he reviewed had “different excellent qualities...resulting from the rise of minority legal culture.”6 Regardless of their education in the past, minorities bring forth
uncommon perspectives that can be beneficial in a classroom setting.
And even after they graduate, Kennedy argues, the knowledge given to
these minorities will manifest itself into economic prosperity.7 In turn,
these successful adults will be able to economically provide for their
children as well as intellectually provide for society as a whole.
It is true that race-based affirmative action has given some of the most
ingenious minds an environment in which they can develop their
thinking and understanding. Take, for instance, Geoffrey Canada, an
African-American educator and children’s activist. After graduating
from Harvard, he returned to Harlem in 1983 to help children in his
old neighborhood. Canada soon became a pioneer in education reform,
creating the Harlem Children’s Zone, which gives children in poverty
“individualized support they need to get to and through college and
become productive, self-sustaining adults.”8 His students have pro-
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duced proficiency rates far better than those in the surrounding area,
prompting President Obama to announce plans to expand the center
to 20 cities.9 Another example is Ken Carter who was born into a poverty-stricken family and then attended San Francisco State University,
among other colleges, where he learned the importance of education.
Later, he became a basketball coach at Richmond High School, where
he emphasized the importance of education and worked to transform
his players into true student-athletes. The most prominent example is
Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas, who “admits that he was a
beneficiary of affirmative action,” despite his pronounced opposition to
the system. Justice Sonia Sotomayor likewise pronounced that “affirmative action opened doors in [her] life.”10 There are numerous examples of
these pioneers on the local, national, and global scale who, if not given
the educational opportunity provided through race-based affirmative
action, would not have been able to overcome their economic barrier.
It is also true that minorities tend to be less prepared for college. In a
2010 study of Michigan’s graduating high school students, only 25% of
Blacks and 38% of Hispanics tested as academically prepared for college English courses, compared to 64% of Whites “based on their scores
on the ACT college admission test.”11 In Algebra, 40% of Whites were
academically prepared for college, in comparison to only 20% of Hispanics and 7% of Blacks. In Biology, only 14% of Hispanics and just
4% of Blacks, compared to 30% of Whites, were academically prepared
for college. Yes, as Kennedy contends, racial minorities on the whole
tend to be less educated than the majority due to their economic background, but they still offer value in the classroom. However, there are
no statistics that show that all Blacks or all Hispanics are not prepared
for college. Likewise, there are still poor White children who are not
prepared for college, and they are not given preference in the admission
process. It might be true that 64% of Whites in Michigan are academically prepared for college English classes. But then what happens to the
36% who are not prepared and do not get the benefits of a race-based
affirmative action system? It is likely that they simply continue in the
cycle of poverty. Affirmative action was created in order to allow those
who received it to overcome an economic barrier and obtain self-ad-
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vancement. No longer do all Blacks and all Hispanics make up the poor
of the nation, and therefore affirmative action should now be based on
class, not race.
Poor White children deserve the opportunity for education and advancement. As a society that is so heavily focused on minorities in poverty, we tend to ignore the fact that the majority of the lower class is
White. During the 21st century, we have come to associate the words
disadvantaged, underprivileged, inner-city, urban and poor with “black
and brown people.” Yet a 2011 study showed that 41.5% of the American poor are White, a far greater percentage than are Black (25.4%) or
Hispanic (28.6%).12 There are more Whites in the United States than
Blacks and Hispanics. However, the poverty narrative has become so
racially driven, that poor Whites are often ignored. Yes, race-based affirmative action, also known as reverse discrimination, is utilized to
compensate for the extreme prejudice many minorities faced, but why
should white people have to suffer for a crime they did not commit?13
There is no reason.
What exactly are the effects of affirmative action in the United States?
According to education theorists Richard Kahlenberg and Halley Potter, identifying as member of a racial minority yields the “equivalent
of a 310-point bump in SAT scores.”14 The heightened status this conveys can translate into improved likelihood of admission to college, and
the higher income that correlates with a college degree. Between 2000
and 2013, the employment rate for individuals who did not obtain a
bachelor’s degree was lower than those who did.15 Even if a high school
graduate obtained a job, the median weekly earnings in 2012 with “just
a high school diploma was $652.00,” while for “those with a bachelor’s
degree [it] was $1,066.00.”16 This evidence suggests that those who cannot obtain a college education are unlikely to experience the economic
success or advancement of those who can.
Even if there are many “Geoffrey Canada” or “Ken Carter” stories, one
must ask whether is the system is truly working to improve social mobil-
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ity for the poor. In 1976, “the top 1% only took home 9% of the national
income but yet today, the richest 1% earns almost a quarter of the national income.”17 Despite producing some of the world’s greatest thinkers, the US ranks 27th in math and 20th in science among standardized
test scores of 34 countries. In 2012, the average Black American household earned almost 40% ($33,321) less than the average White American household ($60,000). The average Hispanic household earned almost 30% ($39,005) less than the average White American household.18
Only 8% of kids growing up in low-income communities graduate college by the age of 24. But 80% of kids who grow up in high-income
communities graduate college by the age of 24. In a nation that was
founded on the principle of equal opportunity, it seems that children’s
academic and future economic prosperity depends almost entirely on
the social class from which they come. While the program of affirmative action is not solely to blame for economic inequality and poor math
and science results, the system is simply not solving the problems it was
intended to solve.
On November 28, 2012, the Supreme Court decided that an amendment to Michigan’s constitution that prohibits state universities from
considering race as part of its admissions process does not violate the
Constitution’s Equal Protection Clause.19 While the court case could
serve as a precedent for the eventual Federal ban of race-based affirmative action, some argue that a new era of class-based admissions can
ensure racial and socioeconomic diversity on campus. Many public
universities have installed percent plans, guaranteeing admission to
state universities for top graduates from each high school in the state,
which will help students from underprivileged schools get into college.
Universities are now asking for supplemental information regarding
a “student’s socioeconomic background and the educational obstacles
they have had to overcome.”20 With this information, universities can
offer admission to those students who they feel can thrive, regardless of
race, even if they did not come from the best high schools. India’s positive discrimination offers the United States a case study in the benefits
of class-based affirmative action.
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India’s caste-based system of affirmative action can serve as a model that
ensures admission preference to those who truly need it. The United
States is not the only nation to utilize affirmative action. In India, universities use an applicant’s caste to determine preference in the admission process. While both systems favor a certain group over another,
caste status in India is more of a direct correlation to economic status
than race is in the U.S. Because of the obvious disadvantage caste can
confer, educators in India put mechanisms in place to ensure that those
who can’t afford to attend the country’s best secondary schools can still
attend college. Overall, the system appears to be working to lessen the
divide between the rich and poor. According to McKinsey Global Institute, “in two decades the country will surpass Germany as the world’s
fifth largest consumer market,” a prediction that illustrates the strength
of the country’s middle class.21 In public jobs, Dalits (considered to be
the lowliest group in India) had just “1.6% of the most senior (‘Group
A’) civil servant positions in 1965.” This percentage rose to 11.5% by
2011 and “the share is higher for more junior posts.”22 In fact, many believe the education system “plays a vital role in diminishing the importance of the caste system in Indian society.”23 Due to affirmative action,
the sharp economic divide between castes is lessening.
While we do not have a caste system in the United States there is still
a way to properly determine if one is in need of preference during the
application process. I propose a system based on economic status in
which there are a proportionate number of those admitted based on
the number in that economic class. This system would allow those that
cannot compete with upper-class students to have an opportunity to
attend college regardless of the color of their skin. Let’s take a group
of 100 students. Since the lower-class (average household income less
than $25,500) comprises 40% of the population, then 40 spots should
be reserved for these students coming from a lower-class background.
The middle-class (average household income $25,500-$76,000), which
comprises 44% of the population, would have 44 spots reserved. The
upper-class (average household income of $76,500+), or 16% of the
population, would have 16 reserved spots. While the rich would have
fewer spots, they are less dependent on a college education for econom-
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ic prosperity. A recent study by Scorpio Partnership and BNP Wealth
Management, which surveyed “2,523 people around the world with
an average net worth of $7.6 million,” showed that “almost two-thirds
(60%) of the rich came from families that had started their own businesses, and investing in their own business was the biggest account for
most groups.”24 This evidence supports the fact that the majority of today’s wealthy are rich because of inherited wealth, not personal merit.
I understand that my prescription is a radical one for mitigating class
differences. However, people go to college so that they can secure a successful career. If the rich can obtain economic prosperity without a college education, we should give preference to those who truly need it in
order to thrive. Some might ask about the children of rich people who
will never have the tools to succeed to become doctors, lawyers, etc.
My answer is that, as radical as it may sound, the rich will simply not
fill these roles in society. How can we continue to live in a society that
allows the minority (either racial or economic) to thrive while the majority continues to struggle? In a utopian society, everyone would have a
spot at a prestigious university; however, that scenario is not available to
us. The education system will inevitably favor one student over another
for some uncontrollable variable, and will therefore never be fair. But
if the rich would like to see the unjustness of affirmative action come
to an end, then more schools need to be built to even out the academic
playing field. We need to prioritize and invest in education.
There are so many problems the United States faces—rising unemployment and crime rates, burgeoning national debt, global warming, and
unequal access to health care, among other issues. However, education
can be the key to solving all these problems. While it is impossible to
guarantee everyone a spot in a top-notch university, we need to give the
majority of the nation (middle- and lower-class) an opportunity at a
quality education, regardless of race. With such an education, children
who were never previously given the tools to succeed in society could
become the doctors, lawyers, politicians and creative thinkers to solve
the problems we are facing as a nation today.
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The Mann Act: The Protection of Women from
Abusive Men
Allie Miller
Progressives cannot be reduced to a group of overzealous Sunday
school teachers who officiously meddled in the personal lives of
ordinary American citizens. Though many Progressives held beliefs
that modern Americans may view as outdated and even offensive, in
the case of the Mann Act, at least, this complex group of early twentieth
century government activists genuinely sought to rectify injustice. In
the middle of the Progressive Era the U.S. Congress passed the White
Slave Traffic Act of 1910, commonly known as the Mann Act, which
specified punishments for men who transported women across state
lines for “immoral” purposes. Senators who voted for the Mann Act
said they sought to prevent white slavery (a racially charged term later
replaced with the term sex slavery) and denied any intent to regulate
voluntary prostitution.1
Historians disagree as to the true motivations behind Progressive
support for the Mann Act. Some historians, such as Mark Connelly and
James Wunsch, believe the official reasons for the Mann Act presented
by the senators did not match the intentions of most Progressives
who rallied in support of the Act. Connelly and Wunsch contend that
Progressives supported the Mann Act to impose their moral standards
of sexual purity on women and not, as lawmakers claimed, to protect
women from the abuses of men.2 William Seagle, on the other hand,
argues that Progressives who supported the Act had no secret agenda
to regulate the morals of women. Seagle contends these Progressive
lawmakers passed the Act in response to public outcry over forced
prostitution.3 The better evidence points to Seagle’s conclusion. First,
successful Progressive activists emphasized the coercive nature of white
slavery rather than the immorality of prostitution as the primary reason
for an immediate need to act. Furthermore, because many Progressives
This paper was written for Dr. Charles Hanson’s Advanced Placement
U.S. History class in the spring of 2014.
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viewed women, especially immigrant women, as weaker than men,
these Progressives were inclined to believe activist claims that women
involved in prostitution were not responsible for their own actions.
These features of white slave activism and Progressive society lend
credibility to the conclusion that the Progressives’ primary intent in
supporting the Mann Act matched the reason lawmakers gave for the
Act: to protect women from abusive men.
Enforcing Morality
Some historians contend that Progressives supported the Mann
Act of 1910 primarily to control the sexuality of women. Historian
Mark Connelly asserts that the Mann Act resulted from fears of the
social consequences of increasing access to transportation. Connelly
believes that the Progressives felt threatened by the diminished
power to control the sexual behavior of women that resulted from
the Progressives’ inability to limit a woman’s opportunities to leave
her place of birth. Interstate train and trolley services serve as two
examples of transportation easily accessible to women. Cars were massproduced for the first time in the year preceding the passage of the
Mann Act. According to Connelly, Progressives dreaded the freedom
that transportation such as trains, trolleys, and cars gave to American
women because these Progressives wanted to force these women to
refrain from sexual relations outside of marriage.4
According to the legislative history, the minority of senators who voted
against the Mann Act argued that even a train conductor theoretically
could be charged with violating the Mann Act if a woman on the
train intended to act immorally at her destination.5 The conductor
certainly had not coerced the woman into a life of immorality, but he
had facilitated her independent decision to disobey moral standards
imposed by her community. Because the senators who opposed the
Act voiced their concerns at the time of its passage, the senators who
supported the Act must have been aware of the possibility that law
enforcement could use the Mann Act to restrict female sexuality in
situations that had nothing to do with white slavery. The senators who
supported the Act did so despite the possibility that it could be used in
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this manner, which suggests that they wanted the Mann Act to limit
voluntary immorality. As the Mann Act was passed at the height of
the Progressive era, many of the senators were likely Progressives, and,
even if they did not identify as Progressives themselves, they needed
to address concerns voiced by the outspoken Progressive public if
they hoped to be re-elected. Therefore, the senators’ intentions when
passing the Mann Act shed light on the intentions of the majority of
Progressives who supported the Act. The arguments of Connelly and
the senators who opposed the Act therefore suggest that Progressives
supported the Mann Act to mitigate the sexually liberating effects of
advances in transportation.
James Wunsch agrees with Connelly that the Mann Act was designed
to regulate the morality of women. Wunsch considered the legislation
pointless if not for its interference with voluntary immorality. To
support his claim, Wunsch emphasized the Act’s vague language, which
permitted law enforcement to convict men for adulterous affairs carried
on across state lines.6 And indeed the Act was used in later years to
convict men totally uninvolved in white slavery. For instance, Maury
Diggs and Drew Caminetti, both married, engaged in extramarital
affairs and crossed state lines to do so. These men were successfully
prosecuted under the Mann Act despite the fact that they gained no
profit in traveling from California to Nevada to engage in extramarital
relations.7 The vague language of the Act and its later use to convict
individuals uninvolved in white slavery indicates to Wunsch that the
Progressives who supported the Act originally intended to control the
morality of women.
Connelly and Wunsch both believe that the Progressives supported
the Mann Act primarily to control the sexuality of women. However,
the better evidence reveals that Progressives supported the Mann Act
primarily to protect women from abusive men.
Activists Denounce Coerciveness of White Slavery
Some of the most popular crusaders against white slavery denounced it
on the basis not of any inherent immorality of prostitution, but because
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white slavers coerced women. Therefore, those Progressives who
supported the Mann Act in response to these activists were moved by
allegations of coercion rather than immorality.
Journalist George Kibbe Turner wrote an article published in
November 1909 in which he asserted that a widespread white slave
traffic had recently emerged because men had taken control of the
prostitution industry away from women. Regardless of whether
Turner accurately analyzed changes in the prostitution industry, the
positive public response to his claims reveals the primary motivation
behind Progressives’ outcry against white slavery in New York City.
In the article, Turner detailed the transformation of prostitution from
a business primarily managed by women to one managed almost
entirely by men. Turner claimed that after discovering they could
earn more than twice their previous salaries through forcing women
into prostitution, men in New York City became more involved in the
prostitution industry and began coercing unwilling women into white
slavery. According to Turner, these men eventually spread their trade
to other American cities and even other countries.8
Turner’s views were exposed to the public through the popular
muckraking publication McClure’s Magazine.9 Through the article,
Turner hoped to bring down the political machine, known as Tammany
Hall, controlling the New York City government at the time.10 Turner’s
criticisms of white slavery led to such unrest that, according to Wunsch,
a “reluctant” New York judge felt compelled to create a grand jury to
investigate white slavery just two months later.11 The favorable public
response to Turner’s claims demonstrates that Progressives in New York
City responded with support when confronted with the coercive nature
of white slavery. Turner had no need to emphasize the immorality of
prostitution to foment support for his cause.
Turner’s views on the primary problems with white slavery gained wide
popularity among New York Progressives just before the passage of the
Mann Act and remained popular for years after the Act became law.
George Kneeland, another anti-white slavery activist, published an
exposé similar to Turner’s in 1913 called Commercialized Prostitution
in New York City. In it he claimed that according to the results of recent
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investigations, men controlled white slavery in New York City. Kneeland
said that, even in cases where women were involved in management,
men paid those women to manage; thus ultimately the men remained
in charge.12 The prevalence of this viewpoint as late as 1913 further
suggests that many New York Progressives who supported the Mann
Act of 1910 likely were motivated by ideas similar to Turner’s.
While it is true that Turner’s article primarily targeted a New York
audience, the nationally recognized white slavery crusader Clifford
Griffith Roe similarly emphasized the coercive nature of white slavery
rather than the immorality of prostitution.13 Roe criticized those who
condemned women for their sexual indiscretion because, according to
Roe, these same people did not expect men to remain perfectly chaste.
He called for one moral standard for all and acceptance of women
returning from houses of prostitution.14 Instead of emphasizing the
immorality associated with prostitution and white slavery, Roe focused
on the helplessness of the white slave in the face of her captor’s designs.
Roe included a series of images illustrating the process of luring a girl
into white slavery (see Appendices A, B and C). The first depicts a man
using his “arts and wiles of flattery” to stop a woman on the street.
In their second meeting, the girl believes the white slaver’s “smooth
tongue” when he announces his “undying love” for her. The third
image in the sequence depicts the final step, taking the woman into a
house of prostitution.15 This sequence emphasizes a woman’s extreme
psychological vulnerability to the deceptive coercion of the white slaver.
In another image, a group of mothers and daughters stand like vulnerable
sheep, waiting to enter a house of prostitution while ignorant of the
despicable practices occurring inside (see Appendix D). This image
emphasizes yet again the defenselessness of the white slave. Furthermore,
instead of stressing the immorality of prostitution, Roe depicts the
consequences of white slavery as the death of the white slaves, depicted
by images of girls falling into their graves.16 Through the image, Roe
conveys both that a girl in white slavery is unlikely to survive long, and
also that she loses her original, respectable quality of life when forced
into prostitution. Roe’s call to action relies on Progressives’ desire to
protect women from coercive men, not to keep women from immorality.
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Some of the most prominent crusaders against white slavery provoked
public outcry by discussing the coerciveness of white slavery, but their
efforts could not have succeeded without the Progressive tendency to
view women as vulnerable.
Protecting the Mentally Weaker Sex
Because many Progressives believed women, especially immigrant
women, were mentally weak, they were inclined to believe claims that
many women practiced prostitution due solely to coercion by corrupt
men. This propensity to believe that women often did not enter into
prostitution voluntarily suggests that Progressives who supported
the Mann Act likely did so in a genuine, if also paternalistic and
condescending, attempt to rescue innocent women from abusive men.
Scott and Nellie Nearing, an educated married couple who advocated
the escape of women from their subservient relationships to men in
Progressive society, published a history of American women in 1912.17
Though the Nearings believed it was possible for women to advance
toward greater social involvement and opportunity, they recognized that
masculine dominance over women was deeply ingrained in American
society.18 The Nearings asserted that masculine dominance originated
during a time in human history (though they did not specify the time
or context) when “physical fitness” determined social structure. Men’s
physical dominance over women, the Nearings claimed, translated to
mental dominance over women once the requirements for social success
changed.19 The Nearings did not assume at the outset of their historical
research that women were, since the beginning of time, naturally weaker
than men. Rather, they searched for ways in which the dominance
structure may have developed. The Nearings sought to explain the
male-dominated Progressive society they lived in, speculating as to
its original sources.20 The Nearings, despite their markedly feminist
stance on the role of women, could not ignore the prevailing belief in
Progressive society that women were subject to the mental coercion of
men. Because the Nearings were not biased by preconceived beliefs that
women were naturally subservient to men, their observation of male
dominance over women in Progressive society was likely accurate.
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The Nearings’ observation that Progressive society viewed women
as mentally weak is confirmed in Progressives’ depictions of white
slaves as children.21 This tendency demonstrates that Progressives,
at least subconsciously, viewed women involved in white slavery as
childlike and vulnerable. But the depiction of women as children was
not a new feature of American society. William Sanger’s study of the
history of prostitution provides an apt example of Americans prior to
the Progressive Era depicting women as children, thereby revealing
Americans’ long-standing belief that women were mentally weak. The
appendix, written by an unidentified editor after Sanger died, included
information about a law enacted by the Missouri legislature around the
time of Sanger’s death in 1872. This law, which legalized and regulated
prostitution in Missouri, was repealed after only about one year.22
Opponents presented a petition against the law accompanied by an
image of young girls in white dresses parading next to a wheelbarrow
adorned with white ribbons.23 This presentation revealed that those
opposed to legalizing prostitution believed that prostitutes were no more
capable of making life decisions than children were. Like children, the
women were not responsible for their own wayward actions. Rather, it
was the fault of the authority figures, in this case misguided government
officials, who were condoning and supporting the immorality. This
early depiction of women as weak children demonstrates why many
Progressives would have believed the claims of activists like Roe, who
depicted women as lost sheep in need of a shepherd, helpless before the
deception of white slavery.
While many Progressives believed all women were weak, they thought
immigrant women were especially vulnerable to white slavers. In 1904
the U.S. Commissioner of Immigration referred to immigrants as
ignorant and helpless as if it were a well-established fact that must be
accommodated in U.S. policies.24 Furthermore, an increasing number
of immigrant women arrived in the U.S., adding to the number of
individuals who Progressives believed needed protection from white
slavers. Immigration to the U.S. during the decade preceding the Mann
Act was sixty percent higher than any previous decade. Between 1891
and 1900, 3,687,564 immigrants entered the U.S., as compared to the
8,795,386 immigrants who entered the U.S. between 1901 and 1910.25
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Because increases in immigration coincided with the sudden widespread
exposure of white slavery in muckraking publications during the
Progressive Era, immigrants’ vulnerability to white slavers appeared to
explain the sudden emergence of white slavery. An article published in
the Journal of the American Institute of Criminal Law and Criminology
in 1912, entitled “International White Slavery,” directly linked white
slavery to immigration, asserting that men who coerced American
women into white slavery had gained power in “recent years” because of
the “authority which they so easily exercise[d] over the foreign-born.”26
Turner similarly pinpointed immigrants as the primary source of white
slaves in his article written for McClure’s Magazine.27 These arguments
for laws to prevent white slavery appealed to the Progressive assumption
that immigrants were weak.
The Legacy of Progressive Reform
While other aspects of Progressive society may have been morally
confining, the White Slave Traffic Act of 1910 was not primarily designed
to contribute to the moral regulation of women’s sexual activity. The
Mann Act reflects the Progressive belief that women were mentally
weak and therefore in need of protection from abusive influences. In
fact, the disadvantaged status of women pervaded Progressive thought,
inspiring Progressive reform in areas other than white slavery. For
instance, Progressives sought to protect women in the work force from
long hours through the Supreme Court’s decision in Muller v. Oregon.
Decided in January of 1908, the Supreme Court found that it was
constitutional for the government to limit the number of hours each day
that employers could require women to work in factories and laundries.
Extended hours, the lawyer for the state of Oregon asserted, were more
detrimental to women than to men.28 The court’s decision in Muller v.
Oregon and support for the Mann Act both reflected the Progressives’
belief that they needed to treat women differently because they were
especially vulnerable.
The Progressives’ intentions when supporting the Mann Act not only
inform the Progressive perspective but also provide guidance as the
U.S. struggles with modern day slavery.29 The Mann Act demonstrates
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that even the best of intentions can result in unhelpful legislation that is
poorly phrased or inappropriately applied by courts. Instead of specifying
that the Act only applied to forced prostitution, the legislators included
“any other immoral purpose,” allowing law enforcement to prosecute
individuals totally uninvolved in coerced prostitution, such as in the
cases of Diggs and Caminetti discussed earlier.30 The Mann Act reveals
that support for legislation on a worthy issue does not guarantee that the
legislation will effect the desired change. The student of history and the
U.S. government alike should keep an eye out for the gap between the
intentions and results of any legislation.
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A Half-Baked Solution to a Difficult Problem:
The Troubled Legacy of the Indian Child
Welfare Act
Elana Shen
The United States has always had an ambiguous relationship with Native American tribes and has approached defining that relationship in
numerous ways. In 1970, President Nixon declared that former policies
of paternalism, assimilation, and termination should give way to selfdetermination: the federal government should allow tribes greater sovereignty over their own people. The Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978
(ICWA) was one of several federal acts passed to establish this new
policy, drafted with the purpose of “protect[ing] the best interests of
Indian children and…[promoting] the stability and security of Indian
tribes and families.”1
Prior to the passage of ICWA, the child welfare system in the U.S. was
egregiously insensitive to tribal values. Throughout the 1970s, Indian
advocacy groups and tribal leaders petitioned Congress to pass legislation giving tribes more control over adoptions, foster care placements,
and other custody proceedings involving Indian children. Often in an
attempt to force Indian children to assimilate into white society, nontribal public and private agencies had been removing disproportionately high numbers of children from their homes and placing them in
foster care, boarding schools, or non-Indian adoptive homes outside
of their reservation. Ignorant white social workers identified high alcohol consumption, lax discipline of children, and long periods of parents being absent as evidence of family dysfunction. In reality, though,
many of the patterns considered neglectful were common aspects of
Indian culture and, by tribal standards, were no reflection on one’s parenting skills.2
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The Indian Child Welfare Act addressed these problems by expanding
the tribe’s role in Indian child custody proceedings, namely by giving
tribal governments exclusive jurisdiction over custody cases involving
Indian children living on a reservation, and concurrent jurisdiction
over the foster care placement of Indian children living outside a reservation.3 But by 2000, the Act’s effectiveness remained unclear. Harvard
law professor Randall Kennedy argues that ICWA was fundamentally
flawed for expanding tribal rights to the point of undermining individual parental and child rights.4 Historian Suzianne D. Painter-Thorne
approves of ICWA’s mandates but charges state courts with willfully,
and sometimes successfully, preventing their implementation.5
ICWA was successful in increasing tribal governments’ sovereignty over
their own people and lowering the incidence of removal of Indian children from their families. However, ICWA failed both de jure and de facto
to fully achieve its purpose of protecting Indian children and promoting
tribal identity. ICWA’s ambiguous, broad definition of an “Indian child,”
to whom its mandates applied, did not account for the complexities of
family life or the unique beliefs of individual Indians, generating confusion about its provisions and conflicts between families and tribes. State
courts exploited those weaknesses by inventing exceptions to the Act,
adhering to its provisions inconsistently and undermining its expansion
of tribal power. Insufficient funding for ICWA grants also obstructed
tribes from maintaining ICWA-mandated tribal child and family service
programs, which were crucial to the Act’s implementation.
Increased Tribal Sovereignty
In the several decades after the passage of ICWA, tribal representatives observed some improvement in Indian child welfare and states’
recognition of tribal autonomy. In large part, this was due to ICWA’s
provisions intended to stop social workers from carelessly breaking up
Indian families. For cases in which parents lost custody over their children, ICWA outlined requirements such as a preference for placing the
children with extended family; clearer notice from courts to parents
about the status of their case; and a requirement for “clear and convincing evidence” that the parents were unfit to retain custody, rather than
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the less stringent “preponderance of the evidence.”6 Most importantly,
ICWA granted tribes exclusive jurisdiction over child custody proceedings involving an Indian child who was domiciled on a reservation.7 As
poorly complied with as they might have been, B.J. Jones, a tribal judge
and law professor, noted in 1996 that at the very least this recognition of
a tribe’s right to self-determination served as a “valuable, cross-cultural
educational tool” for state agencies and judges, teaching them about
tribal perspectives on self-government, family welfare standards, and
the importance of preserving Indian culture.8 In his 2008 legal guide
to ICWA, he elaborated on this point, looking back at the Act’s positive contributions. ICWA promoted communication between state and
tribal governments on topics beyond child welfare, and it gave tribal
courts an important role in implementing its mandates, encouraging
them to bolster their courts and other institutions.9
Some evidence indicates that those measures did also succeed in keeping Indian children within their tribe. In 1996, four scholars of social
work performed a study to assess the effectiveness of the ICWA, comparing rates of adoption and foster care placement of Indian children
between 1975 and 1986. Their data was based on surveys conducted by
the federal government’s Bureau of Indian Affairs, the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services, and the Association on American Indian Affairs, a Native American advocacy group. They indicate an overall decline in removal of Indian children from their homes: foster care
placements decreased by an average of 31% per state, and adoptions by
off-reservation families decreased by an average of 93% per state.10 This
demonstrates that ICWA effectively addressed its immediate concern:
stopping missionaries and social workers from removing inordinately
high numbers of Indian children from functional homes.
The Ambiguity of the “Indian Child”
For all their successes, the framers of ICWA poorly defined to whom
the Act applied. ICWA’s definition of an “Indian child” failed to take
into account the unique circumstances of individual Native Americans,
thereby compromising the “best interests of Indian children.”11 ICWA
defined an “Indian child” as an unmarried person under the age of 18
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who was a member of a tribe already or was eligible to be a member of
a tribe, and was the biological child of a member of a tribe.12As Randall
Kennedy notes, this definition was simplistic, neglecting to consider the
intricacies of family life—divorces, cohabitation of Indians and nonIndians, mixed marriages.13 Children brought up on a reservation, or
with a strong connection to a tribe, might not have been covered by
ICWA because they did not possess the required quantum of Indian
blood to be eligible for tribal membership.14
More commonly, ICWA brought under tribal jurisdiction children
and families who technically counted as “Indian” but did not necessarily identify with their tribe, or did not want to stay within their tribe.
Not only did it grant tribes exclusive jurisdiction over child custody
proceedings involving children domiciled on a reservation, but it also
placed custody cases involving children not residing on a reservation
under the concurrent jurisdiction of tribal and state courts. Further,
without “good cause to the contrary,” foster care placements or termination of parental rights involving an off-reservation Indian child could
be transferred from state to tribal court.15 These provisions proved inconvenient, even oppressive, to parents seeking to place their children
outside of their reservation.
The 1989 Supreme Court case Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians v.
Holyfield illustrates the harmful implications of these provisions. Two
Indian parents who lived on the Choctaw reservation deliberately
travelled off the reservation to give birth to twins, and then they relinquished their children to a non-Indian couple, the Holyfields. They did
not want to complicate the adoption process by involving their tribe
and invoking ICWA, and they had good reason to believe they would
not have to. Since their children had never resided on a reservation,
they reasoned that they should not be under the exclusive jurisdiction
of the tribal court. Initially, the county and state supreme courts accepted the parents’ decision, rejecting the tribe’s petition to annul the adoption because it did not comply with ICWA. But the U.S. Supreme Court
ruled that a newborn child’s domicile followed that of the parent, so the
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tribe had exclusive jurisdiction over the twins and the adoption should
be annulled. The justices asserted that “[t]ribal jurisdiction under…[the
Act] was not meant to be defeated by the actions of individual members
of the tribe,” exemplifying ICWA’s intention to place the rights of the
tribe above the rights of the individual.16
ICWA’s failure was not in subordinating the welfare of individual Indian families to the welfare of the tribe; with extensive input from tribal
leaders, the Act had been crafted on the assumption that the two were
closely connected. It did, however, hurt both tribes and families to apply that assumption to people who did not readily identify as Indian
or did not want their children to stay on a reservation. A report on the
House Committee on Natural Resources’ 1996 Proposed Amendments
to ICWA listed some of the problems that arose from this conflict. Just
as the Choctaw parents tried to avoid tribal intervention in their adoption case by giving birth outside of their reservation, so did other Indian parents attempt to circumvent ICWA in child custody proceedings
by hiding their child’s heritage.17 If a tribe belatedly discovered that
ICWA was applicable to the child, as it often went, litigation would be
prolonged, adoptions or foster care placements possibly annulled, and
the child likely sent from home to home in the meantime. Not only did
that disrupt the stability of families and waste tribal resources, but it
was especially detrimental to Indian children in foster care or in need
of a home. Rather than promoting child welfare, in this regard ICWA
stigmatized Indian children and discouraged potential parents from
attempting to adopt them, for fear of getting wrapped up in a messy
legal dispute.18
Inconsistent State Compliance
Regardless of whether its provisions were completely valid, it is important to note that the Indian Child Welfare Act failed in large part
because state courts did not consistently comply with its mandates.
Whether out of overt hostility to tribes or a genuine belief that ICWA
threatened individual rights, state courts invented exceptions to ICWA
that limited its expansion of tribal power.
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The 1996 appeals court case In re Bridget R. demonstrates the application of one of these judge-made exceptions: the “existing Indian family
exception.” With In re Bridget R., the biological Indian father of twin
two-year-old girls tried to invoke ICWA to regain custody of his daughters from their adoptive parents, to whom he had voluntarily relinquished them when they were born.19 A California trial court initially
removed the children from their adoptive parents’ care on the grounds
that the adoption was not conducted according to ICWA’s requirements
for a voluntary termination of parental rights. But the state appeals
court remanded the decision, implementing the existing Indian family
exception to exempt the biological and adoptive parents from adhering to ICWA; it contended that though the twins’ biological father was
a member of a federally recognized tribe, he had little social, cultural,
or political connection to that tribe. As a result, he was not considered
under the jurisdiction of a tribal court, for there was no “existing Indian
family” to be protected by ICWA’s provisions. The court went so far
as to assert that “recognition of the existing Indian family doctrine…
[was] necessary in a case such as this in order to preserve ICWA’s constitutionality…under the Fifth, Tenth, and Fourteenth Amendments.”20
In other words, the court viewed a literal interpretation of ICWA as an
infringement on the Constitution’s guarantees of equal protection and
due process to citizens, because it outlined special rights for Indians on
the basis of heritage alone.
In re Bridget R. was one court case of several that applied the existing
Indian family exception, though tribal representatives and supporters
of ICWA viewed its reasoning as a threat to the tribal sovereignty outlined in ICWA. Ada Deer, the U.S. Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs, expressed this worry at a 1997 hearing before House and Senate
committees on Indian affairs:
State court judges who have created the ‘existing Indian family exception’
are delving into the sensitive and complicated areas of Indian cultural
values, customs and practices which under existing law have been left exclusively to the judgment of Indian tribes.21
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Indeed, the inconsistency with which states adhered to ICWA aroused
so much concern among Congress and tribal leaders that they made
several (failed) attempts to amend its provisions. The 1996 proposed
amendments included requirements for more communication between
states and tribes, such as enhanced notice requirements from state
courts to tribes about voluntary child placements, and clarifications of
a tribe’s right to intervene in cases involving a voluntary termination of
parental rights.22
Unfortunately, besides controversial court cases and occasional congressional hearings on complaints about ICWA, little is known about
ICWA’s implementation on a national scale—this fact by itself is testament to poor monitoring of states’ compliance. But a few regional
studies of ICWA’s effectiveness found spotty adherence to its mandates
by both tribal and state courts. The Jones study of 2000, conducted in
North Dakota by a nonprofit Indian organization, found that only 66%
of state caseworkers made “active efforts,” as defined by the law, to place
Indian children with their extended family or tribe.23 This inconsistent
implementation was not unique to North Dakota. The Plantz study
of 1989 examined multiple states’ compliance with ICWA and found
that active efforts to prevent removal of Indian children were made in
a mere 41% of cases.24 In addition, the Jones study discovered that like
state courts, many tribal courts did not fully understand ICWA’s provisions, such as the distinction between transferring a case from state to
tribal court and intervening in a state court case.25 Thus proponents of
ICWA failed to enforce its mandates, not even ensuring that adoption
attorneys and state and tribal courts received enough training to fully
understand the Act’s provisions.
Insufficient Funding
Just as harmful as states’ poor compliance with ICWA was the Act’s
lack of funding to enforce its mandates. The Act’s basic implementation relied on tribes’ child and family service programs, which were
tasked with regulating Indian foster and adoptive homes, counseling
families and children, and providing guidance to Indians involved in
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custody cases.26 But few reservations had enough resources to perform
these duties, often having to rely on state facilities or the federal Bureau
of Indian Affairs to fulfill them instead. As South Dakotan tribal judge
Virgil Hauff summed it up in 1979, “[m]ost—if not all—of [ICWA’s
shortcomings had]… a bottom line in funding problems.”27 Instead of
heeding tribal representatives’ complaints and funneling more money
into reservations, Congress appropriated progressively less money for
ICWA grants. Anslem Roanhorse, the director of a Navajo social welfare agency, noted at a Senate hearing in 1987 that Congress had approved only $6.1 million for that fiscal year, down from the $9.7 million
appropriated for 1983. He insisted that no less than $15 million would
be sufficient for tribal organizations to carry out ICWA’s mandates.28
Yet reservations’ lack of funds still remained an obstruction to implementing ICWA. In an amendment hearing before the Senate in 1988,
Rose Orrantia, the executive director of a tribal family services agency, complained that her organization received insufficient funding to
implement ICWA, even under Title II, the most generous grant available.29 Likewise, Eddie Brown, the director of Arizona’s Department
of Economic Security, asserted that tribes and states could not comply
with ICWA’s extensive mandates—particularly expanded staff training—without more financial assistance. He acknowledged the existence
of grants available through the Social Security Act, but stated that the
process to receive those grants was complicated—an imposition on
tribes.30 Funding was also important for national audits of compliance
with ICWA. As Orrantia put it, allowing states to monitor their own
compliance was “like putting the wolf in as the shepherd of the flock.”31
As shown by the available information on state compliance with ICWA,
states could not be trusted to adhere to its mandates; but tribes lacked
the resources to ensure that they did.
Continuing Controversy
Like most other U.S. policies towards Native Americans, self-determination is imperfect and difficult to define. ICWA was, and still is, a
well-intended but poorly planned and poorly executed attempt to give
Indians control over their most essential assets, their children.
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Recently, ICWA has made national headlines in Adoptive Couple v. Baby
Girl, or the “Baby Veronica case.” As should be expected from ICWA’s
ambiguity, the case has aroused considerable controversy. It involved a
Cherokee father trying to regain custody of his daughter after the girl’s
mother had given her up for adoption several years prior. In contrast to
the Supreme Court’s 1989 literal construction of ICWA in Choctaw v.
Holyfield, the Supreme Court ruled in 2013 that ICWA did not apply to
Adoptive Couple v. Baby Girl because the father did not have continuing
custody over Veronica when she was relinquished.32 The decision came
close to invoking the existing Indian family exception, and it has worried Indian tribes that non-Indian courts may keep finding loopholes
around the Act to the point that it loses all meaning.
It is a formidable but crucial task to formulate legislation that allows
Indian tribes self-government and the tools to protect and promote
their cultural heritage, while still taking into account the rights and
responsibilities of individual Native Americans. For the time being,
tribes, states, and the federal government will continue to struggle to
define the details of Indian nations’ semi-sovereign status within the
United States.
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Building a Thermoelectric Generator System
Nikhil Bhatia
1 Abstract
For my second semester ASR project, I chose to build a thermoelectric
generator system that can convert a temperature difference supplied
by the sun and the earth into usable electricity. I chose this project
because I am very interested in the field of alternative energy, an area
that has only recently begun to amass significant scientific interest as
demand for energy has skyrocketed while supply of non-renewable
resources continues to diminish. This project allowed me to explore
concepts of thermodynamics in the context of macroscopic bodies,
including the Earth itself, as well as the concepts of magnetism and
itstheir relationship with electron and charge carrier theory. I have
successfully built a generator system that generates electricity by
running solar-heated water across one side of a Seebeck module, and
earth-cooled water across the other.
2 Introduction
Thermoelectric generators (or TEGs) are devices that convert
temperature differences into electricity through the phenomenon
known as the Seebeck effect. Though TEGs have been used in the
occasional heating or cooling device, only recently has interest arisen
regarding their potential as an alternative energy source. When we look
at our world and where a majority of our energy is lost or wasted, it is
surprising this technology has only recently garnered interest. As the
market for these TEG devices continues to grow, scientists predict that
thermoelectric generation will be a billion dollar industry by 2023 [1].
Given my interest in alternative energy sources and the fact that TEG
devices will likely be a big part of our energy future, I thought it would

This paper was written for Dr. James Dann’s Applied Science
Research class in the spring of 2014.
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be very interesting and relevant to build a thermoelectric generator for
my second semester ASR project.
2.1 Early Study of Thermoelectricity
Though thermoelectric generators have only recently begun to find a
niche in the alternative energy community, the science behind these
generators has been known to exist for nearly 200 years. In 1821,
German physicist Thomas Johann Seebeck discovered that a compass
needle could be deflected by a closed loop formed by two different
metals, joined in two different places, with a temperature difference
between the junctions. Though the theory of this effect will be explored
in much greater detail in a later section, I will explain it simply here:
the needle is deflected because charge carriers in the metals respond to
the temperature difference in different ways, thereby creating a current
through the metal loop and a magnetic field to which the needle
responds. At the time Seebeck witnessed this effect, he did not realize
there was an electric current involved and thus called the phenomenon
the “thermomagnetic effect.” Later, Danish physicist Hans Christian
Orsted corrected his mistake and coined the term “thermoelectricity.”
In 1834, a French watchmaker and part time physicist, Jean Charles
Athanase Peltier, discovered that running an electrical current through
a loop of two dissimilar metals would produce heating or cooling at
the junction of the two metals. Peltier had discovered the same effect
as Seebeck, just performed in reverse; rather than generating electricity
from a temperature difference, Peltier was able to create a temperature
difference using electricity. The synthesis of both Seebeck’s work and
Peltier’s work, the conversion of temperature differences to electric
voltages and vice versa, is now known as the “thermoelectric effect” [7].
2.2 Thermoelectric Applications
Almost 90% of the world’s electricity is generated by heat energy.
Unfortunately, most of these electricity generation systems operate
between a 30% to 40% efficiency range [7]. This means that about two
thirds of the energy input is lost as wasted heat. Given the reliability
and simplicity of thermoelectricity, the use of thermoelectric materials
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has provided a practical way to recapture some of the energy that is
currently lost in conventional electricity generation systems.
2.2.1 Automotive Thermoelectric Generators
One of the rising applications for thermoelectric generation is in
capturing the energy wasted by car exhaust systems. Two-thirds of of
the potential energy in gasoline is lost to wasted heat. Scientists are
attempting to harness some of this wasted heat and convert it into
usable energy. By using a car’s exhaust as a heat source (providing
temperatures of almost 700ºC), and using the ambient air outside the
car as the cooling source for a TEG system, scientists are able to generate
a temperature difference of a few hundred degrees. Given an optimal
electrical load, this temperature difference is capable of generating 500750W of electricity. This energy could be used to recharge the battery in
a way similar to that of a regenerative braking system.
2.2.2 Space RTGs
Interestingly, applications of thermoelectricity have even reached
beyond the atmosphere of our planet. Many unmanned space probes
have begun to use thermoelectric generators as an alternate form of
electricity to solar power. These space probes have been sent to the
farthest reaches of our solar system where the sun is not a sufficient
source of energy. The Mars rover Curiosity found use for thermoelectric
generation as it is only exposed to the sun for half a Martian day.
The heat source of the TEG devices used on the Curiosity rover and
other space probes comes from a radioactive isotope of plutonium
that releases significant heat as it decays. The high-energy particles
released by the plutonium bombard a viscous oil, thus heating the
liquid and creating a heat source. A labeled diagram for a radioisotope
thermoelectric generator (also called an RTG) can be seen in Figure
1. The RTG used on the Curiosity rover can be seen in Figure 2. One
of the benefits of RTGs as a form of electricity generation is that they
have no moving parts and thus have a low risk of breaking. On a space
probe or rover, this reliability is highly valued.
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Figure 1: A labeled diagram of an RTG. On the Mars Curiosity rover, the heat source
is provided by decaying plutonium, found within the GPHS (General Purpose Heat
Source) modules. Large radiator fins act as heat sinks by dissipating heat into the
Martian atmosphere. [2]
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Figure 2: The RTG used on the Curiosity rover can be identified by the radiator fins
(shown in Figure 1) near the top-center of this self portrait taken by the rover. [2]

2.3 The Future
As thermoelectric generation begins to take hold in a variety of
applications and industries, its future uses look incredibly promising.
However, one of the obstacles facing TEG devices is their infamously
low efficiency. Even the best Seebeck modules only approach 10%
efficiency. If the efficiency of these modules could be improved, the
potential for these devices is nearly limitless. In a world where a majority
of energy is wasted through heat, we could harness unfathomable
amounts of wasted energy through highly efficient TEG devices, thus
allowing us to curtail our reliance on non-renewable energy sources.
3 Design
The design for my TEG system is composed of three main parts: (a) the
underground cooling system or copper coil, (b) the solar vacuum tube
heating system, and (c) the thermoelectric module used to generate
the electricity. A CAD drawing of the complete system can be seen in
Figure 3. My generator used hot and cold water to create the temperature
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difference necessary to generate electricity with the Seebeck modules.
Approximately 7.4 liters of water are stored in a black PVC reservoir.
No pump is necessary for water to flow through the system as the
water in the reservoir has enough gravitational potential energy (given
its height and mass) to flow itself. Due to the fact that rubber is an
excellent insulator, rubber tubing was used to carry water from one
part of the system to another, thus ensuring that minimal heat was
lost or gained along the way. The path of water-flow in the system is
as follows: water from the reservoir exits the PVC pipe through a ball
valve at a controlled rate and enters the vacuum tubes. It is important
to note that I had filled the vacuum tubes with water and allowed the
water to fully boil in the sun before starting the water flow. As new
water flows into the vacuum tube to boil, the already boiling water
flows out, entering a small box that touches one face of the Seebeck
module. After heating one side of the Seebeck module, the boiling
water flows out of the box and into the underground cooling coils.
After passing through all three coils, the water has cooled to 70-80
degrees Celsius (depending on how long the system has been running).
This water then leaves the copper coils and enters the second box that
touches the other face of the Seebeck module. The chilled water cools
this face of the module, while the boiling water continues to heat the
other face, thus creating the temperature difference necessary for the
module to generate electricity. The cooled water, now also purified of
contaminants and bacteria after being boiled, could then be collected
and used for drinking. As shown in Figure 3, the generator (excluding
the copper coils) rests on a wooden disc, which was attached to another
disc using a lazy Susan bearing. This allowed me to rotate the top disc
so that the vacuum tubes were always under direct sunlight. There was
enough slack in the rubber tubing throughout the whole system to
allow for the small rotations necessary to keep the vacuum tubes facing
the sun. The design for the three major components of the generator
(the heating system, cooling system, and Seebeck module) will be fully
explored in the next subsections.
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Figure 3: Isometric back view of completed thermoelectric generator. Water storage
system (in black), three vacuum tubes, and Seebeck module (sandwiched between hot
and cold boxes) rest on turntable. The three copper coils are buried underground.
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3.1 Cooling System
The underground coil was made from quarter-inch inner diameter
copper tubing and was coiled around a PVC pipe with an outer
diameter of 10cm. The tubing was coiled for approximately 10 turns
and then the tube was extended up the center of the coil back to the
top. A SolidWorks 2D drawing of the cooling system can be seen
in Figure 4. The reasoning behind the coil shape was to expose the
hot water to the cold Earth for as much time as possible. The Earth’s
thermal inertia (the rate at which a body approaches the temperature
of its surroundings) is enormous due to its gigantic mass. As a result,
the Earth is a self-sustaining cooling source that will stay at a constant
temperature no matter how much heat it absorbs from the hot water
in the copper pipes. Thus, solar-heated water can be quickly cooled
to a reasonable temperature underground so that it can also act as a
heat-sink. The rate at which this water cools is given by Newton’s Law
of Cooling and is directly proportional to the temperature difference
between the Earth and the water. Due to copper’s high level of thermal
conductivity (401 watts per meter kelvin), it is an optimal metal to use
when transferring heat. Thus, I used copper tubing to improve the rate
of heat transfer between the water and the Earth in my thermoelectric
generator system. Table 1 compares copper’s thermal conductivity to
that of other common metals.
Metal

Thermal Conductivity (W/m.K)

Copper

401

Aluminum

205

Gold

310

Silver

429

Stainless Steel

16

Iron

80

Table 1: A comparison of the thermal conductivities ofvarious metals. All thermal
conductivities given at 25ºC. [4]
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Figure 4: SolidWorks 2D drawing of the cooling system.
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3.2 Heating System
To heat the water in my thermoelectric generator system, I used solarevacuated tubes. These tubes can quickly boil water when exposed
to direct sunlight and are used in some houses, as they are cheaper
and more energy efficient than conventional boilers and other water
heating systems. These tubes were perfect for my uses as they use no
electricity to generate heat and can boil water in only a few hours. These
tubes are made from low-emissivity borosilicate glass, a glass with very
low iron content and very high durability and heat resistance. As seen
in Figure 5, these evacuated tubes use a black AL/N selective coating
that enables the tube to absorb heat from the whole solar energy
spectrum. This gives the tube greater thermal efficiency in bright
sunshine, while also efficiently producing heat in overcast or diffuse
sunlight conditions. The outside of the tube is made up of two layers
of glass with a vacuum between them. Due to the lack of air molecules
within this evacuated space, heat that is absorbed into the water by
the black reflective coating has no way of transferring past the first
layer of glass back into the atmosphere. This phenomenon is known as
the “thermos effect.” Thus, even when the tube contains boiling water,
the outer layer of glass remains at a comfortable temperature and can
still be held. A close view of the vacuum tube setup in my SolidWorks
drawings can be seen in Figure 6. Rubber tubing was colored based on
the temperature of water it was carrying (red for hot, blue for cold).
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Figure 5: Diagram of a solar-evacuated tube. The“heat pipe condenser” and “centering
heat transfer fins’ attached to it were removed from the tube as they werenot applicable
to my system.

cold
water
tube

hot
water
tubes

Figure 6: Close-up of vacuum tubes in TEG system. At the top of the diagram, cold tap
water exits the reservoir and enters first vacuum tube to be heated, thereby displacing
already boiling water into the next tube. This repeats until the water exits the third tube
(at bottom of diagram). Three vacuum tubes are used to maximize boiling capacity,
thus ensuring the exiting water has reached boiling point even after the system has
been running for an extended period of time.
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The caps for the vacuum tubes were 3D printed with two holes in each
cap, one for the input tube and one for the output tube. The caps have
two deep grooves along the circumference of the base of the cap. As
seen in Figure 7, rubber O-rings were slipped into these indents to
ensure there would be a secure seal when the cap was inserted into
the vacuum tube. This was done not only for safety, but also to ensure
that the water inside the tube had no way of transferring out its heat
through contact with fresh air molecules from outside the tube.

Figure 7: Close-up of vacuum tube caps. O-rings were inserted into grooves to ensure
a tight seal between the cap and the glass of the tube. This seal ensured both that no
boiling water would leak out and harm the holder, and that no heat was lost to air
molecules outside the vacuum tube.
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3.3 Thermoelectric Module
For the third part of my TEG system, the thermoelectric module, I
used a Seebeck tile. One such Seebeck module (the physics of which
will be explored in a later section) can be seen in Figure 8. As seen
in Figure 9 (a close-up of the tile set-up in a SolidWorks drawing),
this tile was sandwiched between two boxes, one containing hot water,
one containing cold water. In Figure 9, rubber tubes carrying hot and
cold water are labeled accordingly. The face of both the hot and cold
boxes that touch the tile is a copper plate. Once again, copper was used
to ensure maximum heat transfer between the hot/cold water in the
boxes and the Seebeck modules. As seen in Figure 9, boiling water
enters the first box from the vacuum tubes and heats one side of the
tile. This hot water then leaves the box and enters the underground
cooling coils where it is cooled to 70-80 degrees Celsius. Next, this
cooled water enters the second box, thus cooling the other side of
the Seebeck module. After the cold water has served its purpose of
cooling one side of the tile, it flows out of the box and can be collected
as drinkable water.

Figure 8: A very simple Seebeck module. Heat is applied to one side and released
from the other, thus creating a temperature difference across the module.
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hot
water
tube
cold
water
tube

Figure 9: A close-up of the tile set-up in the generator. The Seebeck tile (with wires
extending up from it) is sandwiched between a hot and cold box (white boxes in center
of diagram). A copperplate is used for the face of each box that is in contact with the
Seebeck module.
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3.4 More SolidWorks Drawings

Figure 10: A top view of the entire TEG system. The path of water, starting from the
reservoir at the top, and ending at the left-most open-ended tube, can be easily followed
in this view.
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Figure 11: A front isometric view of the TEG system.
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4 The Physics of Thermoelectric Generation
4.1 What is Electricity?
To fully understand how thermoelectric generators such as Seebeck
modules work, it is necessary to first delve into the subatomic level.
As defined by electron theory, electricity is the movement of electrons
in a closed circuit. This will occur when there is (a) a continuous
conductive path for the electrons to move through andas well as, (b) an
electromotive force to set the electrons into motion. The most common
way for this electromotive force to be applied is through a voltage. The
movement of electrons is measured by an electric current (defined in
terms of the quantity of electrons moving past a given point in a second,
where an amp is the movement of 6.25 ×1018 electrons per second).
4.2 Charge Carriers and Conductivity
Charge carriers (such as electrons) are the physical particles of a given
material that carry electric charges. The characteristics of these charge
carriers in a given material are defined by the atomic structure of the
material. For example, the fewer valence electrons (electrons on an
atom’s outermost shell) an element has, the more loosely bound the
valence electrons are to the atom’s nucleus. Because these electrons
are more loosely bound, it is easier to make these electrons flow with
the application of an electromotive force. Copper, silver and gold are
all examples of elements with only a single valence electron. The fact
that these single valence electrons flow better with an applied voltage
makes all three of those elements excellent conductors.
4.3 Semiconductors
A semiconductor is a material that can mimic any degree of electrical
conductivity from that of a pure conductor (such as copper) and
that of a pure insulator (such as glass). Semiconductors provide
the foundation for modern electronics and their ability to change
conductivity makes them incredibly useful for constructing devices
that interact with energy input or output. These semiconductors are
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“grown” into simple crystalline structures that can be given any level
of conductivity by virtue of what “impurities” (also known as dopants)
are added. Without dopants, base semiconductor materials form
incredibly stable crystalline lattices such as the silicon crystal shown
in Figure 12.

Figure 12: The stable crystalline structure for silicon. All valence electrons are shared
between adjacent silicon atoms. [3]

The various atoms that make up this structure share their valence
electrons with each other and these electrons are tightly held in the
orbits of adjacent nuclei. This makes the structure very stable, and as a
result, not at all conductive. However, when dopants are added to the
material, the conductive properties can be profoundly affected. If we
were to take the silicon structure shown in Figure 12 and add arsenic
impurities (with five valence electrons rather than silicon’s four), we
would end up with free electrons that do not fit into the rigid crystal
structure, as seen in Figure 13. These electrons are thus not as tightly
held by any nuclei and can be easily moved to pass electrical current,
thus greatly increasing the conductivity of the material. These loosely
bound electrons that do not fit into the structure are the charge carriers
for this “negatively doped” or N-type material.
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Figure 13: Earlier silicon structure doped with arsenic impurities. Electrons that do
not fit into crystalline structure are formed, thus making the material more electrically
conductive (N-type material).

A similar phenomenon occurs if we add Indium impurities (which have
three valence electrons rather than silicon’s four) to our stable silicon
structure. As seen in Figure 14, this creates a crystalline structure
containing “holes” that would usually be filled by electrons if the
material was pure. Also shown in Figure 14, the three valence electrons
move around in an attempt to form four covalent bonds, thus filling
the hole, but now creating a new hole in an adjacent silicon atom. This
gives the hole the appearance of movement in the opposite direction to
that of the electrons filling in the holes. Thus, holes are positive charge
carriers (as they move in the opposite direction of the electrons).
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Figure 14: Indium dopant creates P-type material with “holes” in crystalline structure.
As electrons move to fill these holes, the holes appear to move in the opposite direction
of electron movement, thus making the holes positive charge carriers.

This form of “electron acceptor” dopant is also known as a P-type dopant,
thus creating P-type materials. This doping also greatly increases the
conductivity of the material as the “holes” created make it easier to
convey electrons through the material when a voltage is applied. The
fact that N- and P-type semiconductors create opposite current flow
when exposed to the same conductive path and electromotive force is
vital to Seebeck technology.
4.4 The Basis of Thermoelectricity
Thus far, we have only spoken of an applied voltage in setting charge
carriers into motion. However, it is also possible to cause electrical
current to flow through the use of a magnetic field along a conductor, or
even by the flow of heat. If the charge carriers are forced into motion, this
creates a voltage and current. The concept of thermoelectricity, producing
electricity through the flow of heat, is at the heart of Seebeck technology.
Now we have arrived at the crux of thermoelectric generation and
Seebeck technology. If a temperature difference is created across the
ends of an electrical conductor, thermal energy will be transferred
down the temperature gradient from the hot to the cold side. The
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physical transferring of that heat also tends to set charge carriers into
motion in the same direction as the heat flow. Thus, the creation of a
temperature difference across a conductor supposedly could be used to
generate electrical current. However, this could only occur if we could
somehow complete the circuit. Therein lies the problem. If the circuit
were completed with an identical conductor, the flow of thermal energy
down the temperature gradient would create equal charge movement
in both conductors. Thus, as seen in Figure 15, the current flow in
one conductor completely opposes the current flow in the other, and
therefore there is no net current flow.

Figure 15: Current flow from identical conductors cancels one another out. Thus there
is no net current flow.

To get around this obstacle, Thomas Johann Seebeck pioneered the
idea of using two dissimilar conductors to make a circuit. If one N-type
conductor was used in conjunction with one P-type conductor to
complete the circuit, the different capacities for moving charge carriers
in these two dissimilar materials in response to the flow of heat down
a temperature gradient results in one conductor complementing the
other, and thus a net current flow, as seen in Figure 16.
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Figure 16: When dissimilar conductors are employed, the current flow from each
conductor complements the other, thus resulting in a net current flow.

4.5 The Seebeck Effect
The phenomenon in which a temperature difference between two
dissimilar electrical conductors or semiconductors creates a voltage
difference is known as the Seebeck effect. This resulting voltage can
be measured over the terminals of the dissimilar conductors and is
referred to as the Seebeck voltage. Scientists also defined a Seebeck
coefficient (S) as:

S =

(-ΔV)
ΔT

In the equation, ΔT represents the temperature difference between the
hot and cold side, and ΔV represents the voltage difference between
the hot and cold side. The negative sign represents the charge of an
electron and comes from the conventions of current flow. Thus,
electrons are the primary charge carriers in a material with a negative
Seebeck coefficient (N-type materials), while holes are the primary
charge carriers in a material with a positive Seebeck coefficient
(P-type materials). As explained by the Seebeck effect, both N- and
P-type semiconductors are necessary to produce current flow in a
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thermoelectric generator. The efficiency at which a material is able to
generate this current flow is given by (Z) where:

Z =

S2 x σ
K

In this equation, the efficiency (Z) is defined in terms of the Seebeck
coefficient, the thermal conductivity (k), and the electrical conductivity
(σ). As seen above, the efficiency of a material is most dependent on its
Seebeck coefficient.
Thermoelectric generators use special semiconductors (typically
bismuth telluride structures) that are optimized for the Seebeck
effect, and replicate this effect on a large scale very efficiently. These
TEG devices use many N- and P-type semiconductor couples wired
electrically in series but configured thermally in parallel (a threecouple module can be seen in Figure 17). Because of alternating N- and
P-type semiconductors, current generated in each semiconductor does
not oppose the next. Practical TEGs wire together many of these N and
P couples couples together to output Seebeck voltages of practical use
(a Seebeck module typically has 127 couples or more).

Figure 17: A three-couple Seebeck module. N- and P-type semiconductors are
alternated. Conductors are wired thermally in parallel, and electrically in series. [3]
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5 Results
I dug three holes in my backyard and buried the three copper coils.
After letting the vacuum tubes sit in the sun for a few hours to pre-boil
the water, I set up my water reservoir and connected it with rubber
tubing to the vacuum tubes, tile boxes, and cooling coils. My first goal
was to determine which water flow rate would lead to greatest power
output from my Seebeck module. I knew beforehand that if the water
flowed too fast, the vacuum tubes and underground coils would be
unable to boil/cool the new water fast enough, but if the water flowed
too slowly, there wouldn’t be enough fresh cold water flowing into
the cold box to keep that side of the tile cold, and heat would quickly
conduct across the entire tile leading to minimal power outputs. Over
the next few pages, I show the hot and cold side water temperatures
over time for two different flow rates. It is important to note that the
temperatures measured were of the hot and cold water itself, not of
the tile faces. This was because there was no easy way to measure the
temperatures of the tile faces of the tile without disrupting the system
and stopping heat transfer by removing the tile from the hot and cold
box sandwich.
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Time (min)

Hot Side Temp (°F)

Cold Side Temp (°F)

1

212

68

2

212

69

3

212

69

4

212

69

5

212

70

6

212

70

7

212

71

8

212

72

9

212

72

10

212

74

11

212

75

12

212

75

13

212

76

14

212

76

15

212

78

16

212

78

17

212

78

18

212

78

19

212

78

20

212

78
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Table 2: Hot and cold side temperatures for flow rate of 3.1 liters per hour. This flow
rate proved to be the optimal balance and ensured the water had enough time to boil/
cool, and fresh water entered the cold box fast enough. Voltage outputs (Table 4) were
measured only after the temperatures had reached equilibrium (which occcurcured at
about 15 minutes).
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Graph 1: Cold side temperatures measured every minute vs. time.
Data was collected over 20 minutes, at a flow rate of 3.1 L/hr.
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Time (min)

Input Temp (F)

Output Temp (F)

1

212

70

2

212

73

3

212

75

4

212

75

5

212

77

6

212

79

7

212

80

8

212

83

9

212

85

10

210

87

11

206

88

12

205

89

13

203

89

14

197

89

15

191

89

87

Table 3: Hot and cold side temperatures for flow rate of 4.0 liters per hour. This flow
rate was clearly too fast as the cold side temperature reached equilibrium almost 10°C
higher than the previous flow rate. Additionally, the vacuum tubes were no longer able
to keep up with the flow rate after 10 minutes and the hot side water temperature
began to drop.
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Graph 2: Cold side temperatures measured every minute vs. time.
Data was collected over 20 minutes, at a flow rate of 4.0L/hr.

To measure power output, I wired up a 2.4-ohm resistor (the matched
load resistance for the tiles) to the Seebeck module and then measured
the voltage drop across the resistor. Then, using the equation Power =
V^2/R, I was able to calculate the power output of the generator. The
power values I was interested in were the maximum power outputs
at any given flow rate. Unfortunately, unlike other generators such as
solar panels or wind turbines, maximum power is not immediately
achieved when the thermoelectric generator is first started. It takes time
not only for the tile to be heated/cooled to create the biggest possible
temperature difference, but also for the underground copper coils to
reach thermal equilibrium with the Earth and the hot water running
through them. Additionally, I quickly discovered that power and flow
rate are not at all related by a simple power curve in my system. This
is because as flow rate increases or decreases too much beyond the
optimal flow rate, other variables begin to enter the equation: as flow
rate increases, it is harder for the vacuum tubes to fully boil the new
water and the cooling coils to fully cool the hot water. As the flow
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rate decreases, the water is further cooled and heated, but slow water
flow through the cold box cannot remove heat conducting across the
Seebeck module fast enough. Thus, for my given system, output power
peaks at a specific flow rate, and decreases as flow rate increases or
decreases. Table 3 depicts the maximum output voltage and power for
the optimal flow rate, as well as the maximum voltage and power for
two other flow rates.
2.2 L/hr

3.1 L/hr

4.0 L/hr

Maximum Voltage (V)

.290

.711

.420

Maximum Power (W)

.035

.211

.074

Table 4: Maximum voltage and power output over 2.4-ohm resistor for three different
flow rates.

Graph 3: Maximum power output vs. flow rate. Highest power output occurs at
3.1 L/hr, and power decreases as flow rate increases or decreases.

Though it took a lot of guessing and checking, I was able to roughly
pinpoint the optimal water flow rate at 3.1 L/hr. Because the first 1015 minutes of running the generator at any given flow rate resulted
in smaller power outputs as not all components of the generator had
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reached thermal equilibrium yet, I had to let the system run for a
while before I could get the maximum power output for a given flow
rate. One problem with the way I ran my tests was the fact that I ran
many tests in a very short period of time. This meant I was heating
the Earth directly around the copper cooling coils, but not giving
it time to equilibrate with the rest of the Earth and return to its
original temperature. This could have given me hotter cold side water
temperatures, and thus lower maximum power outputs for subsequent
tests. Another issue with taking measurements was the fact that I
was unable to get the temperature of the tile itself, and instead had to
measure the water heating the tile. The only way to get the actual tile
temperature would have been to pull the tile out from between the
hot and cold boxes, thus stopping heat transfer completely. Lastly, I
chose to go off of the Seebeck module specification sheet and assume
that the optimal resistance for measuring power output was 2.4-ohms.
Instead of running tests with other resistances to confirm this fact, I
allocated this time to testing other flow rates to get as close as possible
to the optimal flow rate. However, if the specification sheet was off, I
likely could have come up with greater power outputs had I found the
correct matched load resistance.
6 The Next Steps
I have completed my TEG system and have been able to measure power
outputs of over 0.2 Watts. The next two steps I could take are (a) wiring
more tiles into the system in series to gain more power output, and (b)
using a controller board or battery to store the electricity produced by
the TEG system. Storing the generated energy was my original plan, but
finding the optimal flow rate for the system took longer than expected
and I was unable to complete that final piece of the project. Although
the class is technically over, I have a fully functional TEG system in
my backyard and could easily run the system for a day and hook up
the Seebeck module to a battery to store the energy. If I find the time
this summer, I plan to try to harness the energy my TEG system can
generate, and expand the tile system to include more modules.
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